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Abstract

Any piecewise smooth function that is specified by an evaluation proce-
dure involving smooth elemental functions and piecewise linear functions
like min and max can be represented in the so-called abs-normal form.
By an extension of algorithmic, or automatic, differentiation, one can
then compute certain first and second order derivative vectors and matri-
ces that represent a local piecewise linearization and provide additional
curvature information. On the basis of these quantities we characterize
local optimality by first and second order necessary and sufficient condi-
tions, which generalize the corresponding KKT theory for smooth prob-
lems. The key assumption is the Linear Independence Kink Qualification
(LIKQ), a generalization of LICQ familiar from nonlinear optimization.
It implies that the objective has locally a so-called VU decomposition and
renders everything tractable in terms of matrix factorizations and other
simple linear algebra operations. By yielding descent directions when-
ever they are violated the new optimality conditions point the way to a
superlinearly convergent generalized QP solver, which is currently under
development. We exemplify the theory on two nonsmooth examples of
Nesterov.
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1 Introduction and assumptions

According to [7] Nesterov suggested the three Rosenbrock like test functions
ϕν : Rn 7→ R given by

ϕ0(x) = 1
4 (x1 − 1)2 +

n−1∑
i=1

(
xi+1 − 2x2

i + 1
)2
, (0)

ϕ1(x) = 1
4 (x1 − 1)2 +

n−1∑
i=1

∣∣xi+1 − 2x2
i + 1

∣∣ , (1)

ϕ2(x) = 1
4 |x1 − 1| +

n−1∑
i=1

|xi+1 − 2|xi|+ 1| . (2)

Only ϕ0(x) is smooth and the subscripts ν = 0, 1, 2 for ϕν(x) reflect what is
called the switching depth of the nonsmoothness represented in abs-normal form
[3]. Correspondingly, we will refer to the zeroth, first, and second example with
the smooth, zeroth example playing a minor role. The two nonsmooth variants
ϕ1(x) and ϕ2(x) were carefully investigated in [7]. All three functions have
the unique global minimizer x = (1, 1, . . . , 1) ∈ Rn but the last one ϕ2(x) has
2n−1 − 1 other stationary points, at which nonsmooth optimization algorithms
may get stuck even though none of them is a local minimizer.

Here stationarity is understood in the sense of Clarke, requiring only that
for a given target function ϕ : Rn 7→ R the zero vector is contained in the
generalized gradient ∂Cϕ(x) at the stationary point x. Even though the alge-
braic inclusion 0 ∈ ∂Cϕ(x) must hold at minima and maxima alike it is usually
the only optimality condition found throughout the literature on nonsmooth
optimization. The reason is of course that defining, computing, and reasoning
about higher order information for general nonsmooth functions is extremely dif-
ficult. A more selective unconstrained optimality condition is that 0 ∈ ∂Mϕ(x)
where ∂Mϕ(x) ⊂ ∂Cϕ(x) represents the generalized gradient of Mordukhovich
[14]. However, this generally nonconvex set is usually even more difficult to
determine and represent than the Clarke gradient.

For piecewise linear problems, Huang et al. in [8] consider a so-called compact
representation of the form

ϕ(x) =

M∑
i=1

βm max{lm1 (x), . . . , lmn (x)} (3)

with βm = ±1 and lmi (x) = a>mix+bmi affine functions. They derive a first order
necessary and sufficient first order condition based on active gradients ami of
the affine functions involving also some kind of multipliers. Furthermore, for
computing a `1 solution to an overdetermined linear system, in [2] the authors
used a reformulation as linear programming problem for the explicit construction
of a descent direction. In [1] this approach was extended to incorporate also
linear constraints.
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To extend the available optimality conditions for nonsmooth target func-
tions, in the present paper we derive constructive optimality conditions for a
large class of piecewise smooth functions that covers the scenarios cited above
and more general situations.

The first and second Nesterov variants are piecewise smooth and the second
one is even piecewise linear. Therefore the optimality conditions presented in
this paper apply and since our LIKQ holds in either case globally they distin-
guish nicely between minima and saddle points. Moreover, at the latter they
constructively yield a descent direction, and that a little surprising without
any combinatorial effort whatsoever. Naturally, the two chained Nesterov vari-
ants are just used for illustrative purposes and our framework applies to the
much larger class of problems defined below. While the Mordukhovich criterion
0 ∈ ∂Mϕ(x) works well on the Nesterov variants in that it does not accept non
minimal stationary points we will see on an extremely simple example that it
need not be sufficient even on a univariate piecewise linear function.

Provided the directional derivative

ϕ′(x; ∆x) ≡ lim
t↘0

1
t [ϕ(x+ t∆x)− ϕ(x)]

exists for any ∆x ∈ Rn, it must of course be nonnegative for x to be a local
minimizer of ϕ. In other words, local minimality at x requires

ϕ′(x; ∆x) ≥ 0 for all ∆x ∈ Rn (4)

but we are reluctant to call this rather complex assertion an optimality condition.
The last term conjures up a KKT-like finite system of equalities and inequalities,
whose validity at a candidate minimizer point is easier to check than verifying
the local minimality of ϕ at x more or less directly. All we have gained here is
a reduction by one degree of freedom, since now we have to demonstrate that
the positively homogeneous function ϕ′(x; ∆x) is nonnegative for ∆x in some
n − 1 dimensional unit sphere in Rn. A priori, that is not much simpler than
directly checking that ϕ(x̃)−ϕ(x) is nonnegative for x̃ in some arbitrarily small
n dimensional ball about x. So we can only gain substantially when ϕ′(x; ∆x)
is in some sense simpler as a function of ∆x than the underlying ϕ(x) is as a
function of x. In the smooth case ϕ′(x; ∆x) ≡ ∇ϕ(x)>∆x is linear and (4) is
clearly equivalent to the stationarity condition ∇ϕ(x) = 0.

Generally, locally Lipschitz continuous functions need not be directionally
differentiable at all, but the counter examples are somewhat contrived from an
applications point of view. When ϕ(x) is piecewise smooth it follows as in [16]
that ϕ′(x; ∆x) is piecewise linear, continuous, and positively homogeneous with
respect to ∆x ∈ Rn. Hence the condition (4) simply says that the piecewise
linearization of ϕ at x must have a local minimizer at ∆x = 0. Consequently,
we will then say that x is a first order minimal or linearized minimal point of ϕ.
Interestingly, it was found in [7] on the second Nesterov variant that it may take
hundreds of thousands of random tries to find a descent direction from stationary
points that violate (4). This means of course that the conical sector of directions
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along which descent is possible has a comparatively small volume on the unit
sphere. Nevertheless, provided we have a suitable representation it is clear
that the condition (4) should be checkable by a finite deterministic procedure.
Probably, the main contribution of this paper is a simple constructive procedure
to check whether (4) holds and failing this to produce a descent direction.

The paper is organized as follows. In the remainder of this first section
we lay out the framework of piecewise smooth objectives. In Section 2, we
introduce the important LIKQ concept. In the following, central Section 3 we
derive first and second order optimality conditions for the localized case where all
kinks are active at the prospective minimizer point. We obtain both necessary
and sufficient conditions and also derive descent directions and parabolas if the
latter are violated. In Section 4 we perform the reduction from a general to a
localized problem, which yields the optimality conditions in general form as our
main result in Proposition 4. The paper concludes with a short summary and
outlook.

Objectives in abs-normal form

We consider the class of objective functions that exhibit so-called Level-1 non-
smoothness in that they are defined as compositions of smooth elemental func-
tions and the absolute value function abs(x) = |x|. Hence they may also include
max(x, y),min(x, y), and the positive part function max(0, x), which can be
easily cast in terms of the absolute value, using for example

max{x, y} = 1
2 (x+ y + |x− y|).

The inclusion of the Euclidean norm as an elementary function leads to Level-2
objectives that are still Lipschitz continuous and lexicographically differentiable
[15] but no longer piecewise smooth. For that more general class of problems
the present analysis does not appear to be easily adapted.

By successively numbering all arguments of absolute value evaluations as
switching variables zi for i = 1 . . . s we obtain a piecewise smooth system in
abs-normal form [3]. Specifically with F : Rn+s 7→ Rs and f : Rn+s 7→ R at
least twice differentiable in the region of interest we have

z = F (x, |z|) , (5)

y = f(x, |z|) . (6)

For example, the first Nesterov variant ϕ1(x) can be rewritten with s=n− 1 as

zi = Fi(x, |z|) ≡ xi+1 − 2x2
i + 1 for i = 1 . . . s

with the scalar-valued objective f given by

f(x, |z|) = 1
4 (x1 − 1)2 +

n−1∑
i=1

|zi| .
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Also, the problems considered by Huang et al. in [8] and Conn et al. in [2, 1] fit
into this setting where in the latter case linear equations for example are used
to eliminate certain constraints or their violation is added as `1 penalty.

For the abs-normal form, L ≡ F|z| ≡ ∂F (x, |z|) /∂|z| is strictly lower trian-
gular so that one obtains the components of z = z(x) one by one as piecewise
smooth Lipschitz continuous functions of x. Therefore we sometimes write

ϕ(x) ≡ f(x, |z(x)|)

to denote the objective directly in terms of the independent variable vector x.
Throughout the paper the symbol |z| is sometimes viewed as a (nonnegative)
variable vector in its own right. Accordingly, the other partial derivatives of
F (x, |z|) and f(x, |z|) will be denoted by

Z ≡ ∂

∂x
F (x, |z|) ∈ Rs×n, a =

∂

∂x
f(x, |z|) ∈ Rn, b =

∂

∂|z|
f(x, |z|) ∈ Rs .

The structural nilpotency degree of L, i.e., the smallest number ν ≤ s such that
Lν = 0, is called the switching depth of f in the given representation. Problems
are called smooth with ν = 0 when s = 0 and L = ∅, and simply switched with
ν = 1 when L = 0 ∈ Rs×s for some s > 0. Stating the compact representa-
tion (3) considered by Huang et al. in abs-normal form, one finds that it has
switching depth log2M . The number ν can also be interpreted as the maximal
number of absolute value nodes on a path connecting an independent variable
to a dependent variable in the dependency graph representing the evaluation
procedure of ϕ(x) (see [5]).

In other words ν quantifies how often nonsmooth elementals are composed on
each other, which represents a difficult challenge for any kind of chain-rule. That
difficulty does not arise in KKT conditions for smooth nonlinear optimization
problems (NLOPs) and other classical complementarity systems, as they are
usually simply switched. In that case z = z(x) = F (x) is a smooth vector
function and only f(x, |z(x)|) or a corresponding vector function are nonsmooth.
The same comparatively simple situation arises when one wishes to minimize
a nonsmooth norm ‖F (x)‖p with p ∈ {1,∞} of a smooth residual vector F :
Rn 7→ Rn.

It was shown in [4] for simply switched piecewise linear systems of n equa-
tions in as many variables that the intermediate solvability status open but not
bijective (see [16]) cannot occur. We view this as an indication that the full
richness of piecewise linear systems arises only on multiply switched systems
where the kink surfaces are not just smooth hypersurfaces.

The combinatorial aspect of the evaluation can be expressed in terms of the
vector σ(x) ≡ sgn(z(x)) and the corresponding diagonal matrix Σ = diag(σ).
Especially in view of the VU decomposition [12] we will sometimes assume the
following natural property:
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Definition 1 (Nonredundancy). The abs-normal representation of the objective
function ϕ(x) is called nonredundant at the point x if the sparsity patterns of
L = L(x) and b = b(x) and their values are such that for at least one signature
matrix Σ = diag(σ) with σ ∈ {−1, 1}s we have componentwise∣∣(Σ− L>)−1b

∣∣ > 0 . (7)

If this holds for at least one argument x the abs-normal form itself is called
nonredundant.

Nonredundancy requires that no row of the bordered matrix [L>(x), b(x)] ∈
Rs×(s+1) vanishes identically, so that each switching variable zj(x) influences
the objective y(x) either directly via bj(x) 6= 0 or indirectly through switching
variables zi(x) with i > j. Any zj(x) for which this is not the case can simply
be dropped from the computational graph because it does not impact the objec-
tive at all. Moreover, at a point of nonredundancy x the corresponding entries
of L(x) and b(x) must be generic enough such that for at least one definite
Σ the vector in Eq. (7) does not have a zero component due to cancellation.
An extreme case of redundancy would be b = 0 constantly in which case the
objective ϕ(x) = f(x, 0) is just a smooth function. A nonredundant example
would be b = es ∈ Rs the last Cartesian basis vector and L(x) having a non-
vanishing subdiagonal. When F and f are real analytic the set of exceptional
points where a generally nonredundant system is redundant is a semi-algebraic
set and has therefore measure zero. Everywhere else Lemma 4 yields an explicit
representation of V as tangent space of the affine hull of the generalized gradient
at x.

An extremely simple example of Level-1 nonsmoothness is given by

f(x)

x

ϕ(x) = min(x, 0) = 1
2 (x− |x|)

= f(x, |z|) ≡ 1
2 (x− |z|) (8)

with z = F (x) ≡ x .

Here we have only one independent variable which is also the only switching vari-
able so that Z = 1, L = 0, a = 1

2 = −b, and the switching depth is ν = 1. Obvi-
ously this function does not have a minimum, but at x = 0 the trivial derivative
0 belongs not only to the Clarke generalized gradient ∂Cϕ(0) = [−1, 0] but also
to the Mordukhovich generalized gradient ∂Mϕ(0) = {−1, 0}. The latter is here
just the limiting gradient, i.e., the set of all limits of proper gradients in the
vicinity and the former is its convex hull. Neither gives an indication that the
origin is far from being a minimum, since −1 is a direction of linear descent.

Details for the Nesterov variants

The zeroth Nesterov variant ϕ0(x) is smooth with Z,L, and b empty as there
are no switching variables at all. Thus we have f(x, |z|) = ϕ0(x) so that simply
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a = ∇xϕ0(x). For the first Nesterov variant ϕ1(x) at any reference point x the
matrices describing the abs-normal form are given by

Z(x) =


−4x1 1 0 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0 0

0 −4x2 1 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0 0
0 0 −4x3 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0 0
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 0 0 · · · · · · · · · · · · 1 0
0 0 0 · · · · · · · · · · · · −4xs 1

 ∈ R(n−1)×n (9)

and

L = 0 ∈ R(n−1)×(n−1), a(x) = (1
2 (x1 − 1), 0 · · · 0) ∈ Rn, b = (1 · · · 1) ∈ Rn−1 .

Since L = L1 = 0 without being empty, i.e., s = n− 1 > 0 for n > 1 as we will
assume, the switching depth ν of this problem is 1, i.e., this example is simply
switched. Finally, we note that the representation is nonredundant everywhere
since b is dense and constant.

For the second version we have s = 2n− 1 switching variables, namely

zi = Fi(x, |z|) = xi for 1 ≤ i < n, zn = Fn(x, |z|) = x1 − 1,

and
zn+i = Fn+i(x, |z|) = xi+1 − 2 |zi|+ 1 for 1 ≤ i < n .

Hence we obtain the matrices and vectors

Z =

In−1 0
In−1 0

0 1

 ∈ Rs×n, L =

 0 0 0
0 0 0

−2 In−1 0 0

 ∈ Rs×s ,

a = 0 ∈ Rn, b> = (0, 0 · · · 0, 1
4 , 1 · · · 1) ∈ R(n−1+n) .

Here and throughout Ik denotes the identity matrix of dimension k and the
symbol 0 pads with zeros to achieve the specified dimensions.

To establish nonredundancy we note that for Σ = Is we have b>(Σ−L)−1 =
(e, 1

4 ,−e) with e denoting a vector of ones, which is again dense everywhere. For
this second Nesterov version we have L 6= 0 = L2 which means the switching
depth ν is now 2. Also note that the derivative matrices and vectors are all
constant since ϕ2 itself is piecewise linear.

Superposition of nonsmoothness

The next example shows that the abs-normal representation covers the repeated
superposition of nonsmoothness. To the best knowledge of the authors, this
situation has rarely been considered in nonsmooth analysis.

For a given ε ∈ R, the target function ϕ : Rn 7→ R is defined by

ϕ(x) = yn + ε

n−1∑
i=1

yi with yi = |xi − yi−1|, i = 1, . . . , n, and y0 = 0 .
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We rewrite ϕ(x) in abs-normal form as

f(x, |z|) = |zn|+ ε

n−1∑
i=1

|zi|, z1 = x1, and zi = xi − |zi−1|, i = 2, . . . , n . (10)

Then, one has Z = I and L = subdiag(−1), which results in a switching depth
ν = n, i.e., the nonsmoothness is maximally superimposed. In particular that
means that only the first kink surface z1 = 0 is smooth, already z2 = 0 = x2−|x1|
has the two normals (1,±1, 0, . . . , 0) and the kink surface zk = 0 has 2k−1

different normals. Correspondingly, there are 2n different subgradients in the
vicinity of the optimal point x∗ = 0 ∈ Rn that would all contribute to the Clarke
gradient at x∗. Furthermore, one obtains a = 0 ∈ Rn and b = (ε, . . . , ε, 1)> ∈
Rn. For reasons illustrated later, we will call this target function the gradient
cube example.

For ε > 0, the function ϕ has an isolate minimum at x = 0 ∈ Rn. For ε = 0,
the minimizer is degenerate and for ε < 0, the point x = 0 ∈ Rn is a saddle
point of ϕ as shown in Fig. 1 for n = 2. Here, one can also see that ϕ is in this
case not convex provided 0 < ε < 1. Hence, this is an example for a piecewise
linear function with an isolated minimizer in whose immediate neighborhood
the function is not convex.
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Figure 1: Gradient cube problem for n = 2 and different values of ε

2 Linear kink independence

The signature vectors define the domains

Pσ = {x ∈ Rn | sgn(z(x)) = σ} .

Here the question arises when and where these signature domains Pσ look es-
sentially like polyhedra. More specifically, one may ask when they are smooth
manifolds of dimension |σ| ≡ ‖σ‖1 defined by the active switch set

α = α(x) ≡ {1 ≤ i ≤ s |σi(x) = 0} of size |α(x)| = s− |σ(x)| .
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It follows by continuity of F that Pσ must be open but possibly empty if σ
is definite in that all its components are nonzero. Generally we have for any
nonempty Pσ

dim(Pσ) ≥ n+ ‖σ‖1 − s = n− s+

s∑
i=1

|σi| .

When equality holds we call the signature σ nondegenerate and otherwise crit-
ical. In particular degenerate situations there may be some critical σ that are
nevertheless open in that Pσ is open. The set of all polyhedra Pσ form a directed
acyclical graph, which is called a skeleton by Scholtes, see [16, Chapter 2].

For each fixed σ and thus Σ the system

z = F (x,Σz)

is smooth and has by the implicit function theorem a locally unique solution
zσ = zσ(x) with a well defined Jacobian

∇zσ ≡ ∂

∂x
zσ = (I − LΣ)−1Z ∈ Rs×n, (11)

where Z and L are evaluated at (x, zσ(x)). Of particular interest is the subma-
trix

∇zσα(x) ≡
(
e>i ∇zσ(x)

)
i∈α ∈ R|α|×n .

Definition 2 (LIKQ). We say that the linear independence kink qualification
is satisfied at a point x ∈ Rn if for σ = σ(x) the active Jacobian

V (x)> ≡ ∇zσα(x) ≡
(
e>i ∇zσ(x)

)
i∈α ∈ R|α|×n (12)

has full row rank |α|, which requires in particular that |σ| ≥ s − n so that
V (x) is a short, fat matrix. Moreover, there then exists an orthogonal matrix
U(x) ∈ Rn×(n−|α|) such that

V (x)>U(x) = 0 and U(x)>U(x) = I .

Wherever LIKQ holds the function ϕ will be smooth within Pσ but have kinks
along certain normal directions. This geometry is similar to the one described
by means of a VU decomposition by Mifflin and Sagastizábal [13] and Lewis
[10]. Here we can define at a point x the pair of orthogonal subspaces

V(x) ≡ range (V (x)) and U(x) ≡ V(x)>= range (U(x)) .

We will see in the following section that under the nonredundancy assump-
tion (7) the subspace V(x) is indeed the tangent space of the affine hull of
the generalized gradient at x. Without the additional assumption, for example
when b(x) = 0, the tangent space can be larger than the range of the transposed
Jacobian matrix V (x). Correspondingly, the orthogonal complement U(x) may
turn out smaller than in the classical definition.
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For piecewise linear systems, whose polyhedral decomposition is completely
determined by the matrices Z,L, and the vector c = F (0, 0) it is generic that
all polyhedra satisfy the linear independence condition so that

{x ∈ B | sgn(z(x)) = σ} = {x ∈ B | zσi (x) = 0 for i ∈ α}

where B is a suitably small neighborhood of a given point.
When the problem is simply switched LIKQ is equivalent to LICQ for the

constrained set
Mα ≡ {x ∈ Rn|zi(x) = 0 for i ∈ α} .

Then each one of the zi(x) is a differentiable function and the solution sheets
{x ∈ Rn : zi(x) = 0} for i ∈ α are locally smooth hypersurfaces. Then LIKQ
requires the active Jacobian V (x) to have full rank making Mα a smooth mani-
fold of co-dimension |α|. In that sense LIKQ is merely a generalization of LICQ.
However, we note that all points in a neighborhood of x are feasible arguments
of our nonsmooth problem so that there is no proper constraint active at x. On
the other hand there may be plenty of kinks, which justifies our terminology
LIKQ.

In general there is no reason why LIKQ should be violated and locally it
can always be achieved by an arbitrary small perturbation of Z. To see this
we observe that the determinant of any square submatrix of ∇zσ as defined in
(11) is a polynomial in the entries of Z, which does not vanish if we place a
(permuted) identity in the corresponding position of Z and set all other entries
to zero. Hence each square submatrix of ∇zσ is nonsingular for almost all small
perturbations of Z and also L. On the simple example (8) described above
x = z = 0 is the only kink and we have Z = 1 ∈ R so that LIKQ certainly holds.
Now, we demonstrate its validity on the first and second Nesterov examples. It
holds trivially for the zeroth, which has no kinks at all.

Lemma 1. (LIKQ for Nesterov) The functions defined in (1) and (2) with their
abs-normal forms given above satisfy LIKQ globally, i.e., throughout Rn.

Proof. For (1) we have L = 0 so that for all σ ∈ {−1, 0, 1}s identically ∇zσ = Z.
Since Z takes the form (9) it has at all points x linearly independent rows and
any subset of them forms also a Jacobian of full rank. Hence LIKQ is satisfied
everywhere.
For the second variant (2), we get with Σn−1 ≡ diag(σi)i=1...n−1

∇zσ =

 In−1 0 0
0 1 0

−2Σn−1 0 In−1

−1 In−1 0
In−1 0

0 1



=

 In−1 0 0
0 1 0

2Σn−1 0 In−1

In−1 0
In−1 0

0 1
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=



1 0 0 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0 0
0 1 0 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0 0
0 0 1 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0 0
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 0 0 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0 0
0 0 0 · · · · · · · · · · · · 1 0
1 0 0 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0 0

2σ1 1 0 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0 0
0 2σ2 1 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0 0
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 0 0 · · · · · · · · · · · · 1 0
0 0 0 · · · · · · · · · · · · 2σn−1 1



∈ Rs×n,

where s = n − 1 + 1 + n − 1 = 2n − 1. Now we have to show that no matter
what the activity α = α(x) ⊂ {1, . . . 2, n− 1} at any point x ∈ Rn is we always
get a Jacobian of full rank.

Let us first consider the linking switches

σn+i = sgn(zn+i) = sgn(xi+1 − 2 |xi|+ 1) for i = 1 . . . n− 1.

If any one of them is inactive there is locally no connection between the values of
the variables xk for k ≤ i and the variables xk for k > i at all. Consequently the
corresponding rows of the Jacobian ∇zσ do not share nonzeros in any column
and we can consider them separately. The remaining problem to the left will
have exactly the same structure as the full one with n reduced to i and the
one on the right has also the same structure except that the first variable xi+1

does only occur in two switches rather than three as is true for x1. That only
simplifies the switching structure and thus makes the satisfaction of LIKQ even
more likely. Hence we may assume without loss of generality that all linking
switches are active. As observed in [7] that means either that all xi are nonzero
or exactly one xi is zero. In the first case the first n − 1 rows of the Jacobian
are inactive and only a subset of the bottom n rows can be active. They form a
unitary lower triangular and thus nonsingular matrix so that LIKQ must hold.
Now if x1 is zero the first row is active but the n-th not and we have again a
unitary lower triangular matrix. If xi = 0 for some i > 1, one can eliminate
from ∇zσ the i-th column, the first n rows, and the (n+ i)-th row to obtain a
(n − 1) × (n − 1) submatrix that is block diagonal with one upper triangular
and one unitary lower triangular block. The diagonal of the upper triangular
matrix has the entries σj 6= 0 for j = 1 . . . i−1 so that the submatrix formed by
the i-th row and the last n− 1 rows is again nonsingular. Hence LIKQ is again
satisfied globally.

3 Optimality conditions for localized problem

We are looking for necessary and sufficient conditions for x to be a minimizer
of f(x, |z(x)|) on some ball B. First we will assume that at the given point x
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the vector of switching variables vanishes completely so that z = z(x) = 0. We
will then say that the switching is localized at x. In the next section it will be
shown how this localization can be achieved by an implicit reduction and how
the reduced quantities can be obtained from the original ones.

Optimality on trunk problem

So now we assume s = |α| ≤ n with Z = Fx(x, 0) ∈ Rs×n attaining full
row rank according to the LIKQ condition. For x to be a local minimizer in
some neighborhood of Rn it must firstly be a local minimizer of the equality
constrained problem

min f(x, 0) s.t. 0 = F (x, 0).

We will call this the smooth trunk problem as all zi have been clamped at 0 so
that no nonsmoothness arises at all. By our LIKQ assumption the constraint
Jacobian Z has full rank and its nullspace is spanned by U ∈ Rn×(n−s). Thus
we obtain with LICQ immediately the classical first order condition

a> + λ>Z = 0 with λ ∈ Rs. (13)

We will refer to this property as tangential stationarity. Furthermore, we obtain
the second order necessary condition

U>HU � 0 with H(x, λ) ≡ f(x, 0)xx +
(
λ>F (x, 0)

)
xx
∈ Rn×n, (14)

i.e., positive curvature, which turns into a sufficient optimality condition in
combination with tangential stationarity if det(U>HU) > 0, i.e., the projected
Hessian is nonsingular. We will call this property trunk optimality.

On the zeroth, smooth Nesterov example (0) we have s = 0 and thus simply
the usual unconstrained optimality conditions

a = ∇f(x) = 0 and H(x) = ∇2f(x) � 0

which holds strictly at the unique stationary point x = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Rn.

Optimality on branch problems

Of course being minimal on the trunk problem is not sufficient for x to be
minimal on an open neighborhood in Rn. For that it must be for any definite σ ∈
{−1, 1}s and corresponding Σ = diag(σ) a local minimizer of the optimization
problem

min f(x,Σz) s.t. z = F (x,Σz) and Σz ≥ 0 .

We will refer to these smooth, inequality constrained problems as branch prob-
lems, since they extend the common trunk problem in various directions. For
n = 3 and s = 2 = |α| the trunk problem and the related branch problems are
sketched in Fig. 2.
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trunk σ = (0, 0)

σ = (1, 0)

σ = (−1, 0)

σ = (0, 1)

σ = (0,−1)

branch
problem
σ = (1,−1)

branch
problem
σ = (1, 1)

branch
problem
σ = (−1, 1)

branch
problem

σ = (−1,−1)

Figure 2: Trunk problem and branch problems for n = 3 and s = 2 = |α|

Each of the 2s branch problems fixes one Σ = diag(σ) with σ ∈ {−1, 1}s.
Then, we may rewrite such a problem in terms of z̄ = Σz with the given Σ as

min f(x, z̄) s.t. Σ z̄ = F (x, z̄) and z̄ ≥ 0 . (15)

The Jacobian of all equality and inequality constraints is given by[
Z L− Σ
0 Is

]
=

[
L− Σ 0

0 Is

] [
(L− Σ)−1Z Is

0 Is

]
∈ R2s×(n+s) . (16)

Since by the LIKQ assumption the rows of Z are linearly independent the same
is true for the full Jacobian and any of its submatrices obtained when some of
the sign conditions on z̄ are inactive. Hence, LIKQ for the localized nonsmooth
problem implies LICQ for all branch problems. The first n components of the
gradient of f and the first n columns of the constraint Jacobians are identical
for all branch problems so that the equality constraints have for all branch
problems the same vector of Lagrange multipliers λ as the trunk problem. That
is quite remarkable and simplifies the situation enormously. In addition to the
tangential stationarity condition (13) we get for the branch problems with a
second vector of Lagrange multipliers µ ∈ Rs corresponding to the inequality
constraints the KKT condition

b> + λ>(L− Σ) ≡ µ ≥ 0 . (17)

This inequality must hold for all signature matrices Σ including any definite
Σ = diag(σ) with σiλi ≥ 0 so that Σλ = |λ|. All such choices generate the
strongest condition namely that the Lagrange multipliers µ associated with the
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sign conditions z̄ ≥ 0 will be nonnegative or strictly positive if and only if

b+ L>λ ≥ |λ| or b+ L>λ > |λ|, (18)

respectively. Obviously, these first order optimality conditions are very easy to
check and contrary to what one might have expected there is no combinatorial
effort at all. Given λ as defined by tangential stationarity we interpret (18)
as a componentwise lower bound on the gradient b of f(x, |z|) with respect to
|z|. Hence, we will call this inequality the normal growth condition. Figure 3
illustrates the relations between the optimality conditions derived so far.

Tangential Stationarity

Normal Growth Positive Curvature

First Order Trunk Optimality
Optimality

Figure 3: Relation of optimality conditions

When all components of λ are nonzero, among all branch problems there is
a unique one with Σ = diag(sgn(λ)) such that all Lagrange multipliers µ are
minimal at its stationary point x. This critical branch is a promising choice for
a successive descent algorithm.

Linear first order sufficiency and generalized stationarity

Now suppose that both F (x, |z|) and f(x, |z|) are linear, or more precisely affine
functions so that we have a piecewise linear objective function ϕ(x). Then the
branch problems given in (15) are all linear optimization problems and the weak
form of (18) derived from (17) is already sufficient for optimality. The same is
true in the nonlinear case when |α| = n kinks are active so that the second order
condition is trivial as Ȟ = U>HU is empty. Hence we conclude:

Lemma 2 (First order sufficiency). When F and f are linear or |α| = s = n,
a point x where LIKQ holds is a local minimizer if and only if

a> + λ>Z = 0 and b> ≥ |λ|> − λ>L . (19)

Moreover, the second condition is equivalent to

b> + λ>L ≥ λ>Σ and b> + λ>L ≥ λ>(−Σ)

for any particular Σ = diag(σ) with σ ∈ {−1, 1}s.
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The last assertion is trivial to check and allows the following interpretation.
Suppose any one of the branch problems defined by a given Σ has the minimizer
x, which could for example be located by using the simplex method. Then
we can flip all signs of the σi around and consider the reflected branch problem
defined by −Σ. If it also has the common pivot point x as minimizer, the second
condition of Eq. (19) in Lemma 2 must be satisfied and x must be a minimizer for
the original nonsmooth problem itself. Otherwise linear optimization applied
to the reflected problem will lead to a lower local minimum of the reflected
problem if that is bounded at all. One would expect that such a successive
search through distinct polyhedra would generate a path of reasonable length
before termination, but exponential searches such as the Simplex algorithm
performs on the Klee-Minty cube are certainly possible.

For the gradient cube example (10) with ε ≥ 0 all kinks are active at the
optimal point x∗ = 0 ∈ Rn. Hence, the optimization problem is localized at
x∗ and from Z = I follows that LIKQ is fulfilled. Furthermore, combining
a = 0 ∈ Rn and b = (ε, . . . , ε, 1)> ∈ Rn with Eq. (19), one obtains that the first
order sufficiency conditions are satisfied for the Lagrange multiplier λ = 0 ∈ Rn
if and only if ε ≥ 0. Then the reflection algorithm will reach a minimizer in one
step from anywhere and then verify it in a second step. Otherwise, if ε < 0 it will
detect unboundedness in the first or second step. Here each step requires solving
an LP, which might be quite costly. In contrast it was found that established
nonsmooth optimization algorithms need hundreds or thousands of iterations to
reach the minimum for moderate dimensions and fail completely for n� 50.

The sketched strategy can also be applied to nonlocalized and nonlinear
problems. Then one may apply a reflection algorithm that solves a sequence
of NLOPs always flipping the active switching variables at the computed local
minimizers until the process becomes stationary due to the reflected problem
also having the common pivot as a minimizer. The successive reflection method
has been applied to the second Nesterov variant and does indeed always yield
finite convergence. For n = 2 the situation is depicted in Fig. 4, where the two
vertical, straight kinks at x1 = 0 and x1 = 1 and a third hooked kink where
x2 = 2|x1| − 1 are drawn as blue lines. There are six open polyhedra with
the signatures σ ∈ {(−1,−1,−1), (−1,−1, 1), (1,−1,−1), (1,−1, 1), (1, 1,−1),
(1, 1, 1)} because the signatures (−1, 1,−1) and (−1, 1, 1) cannot arise as x1

cannot be smaller than 0 and larger than 1 at the same time. The global
minimum is attained at x∗ = (1, 1) but there is another stationary point at
(0,−1) both of which are marked with a green circle.

Suppose we begin the minimization in the polyhedron (−1,−1,−1) leading
to its minimizer at the stationary point (0,−1). There the first and the third
kink are active so that reflection leads to the polyhedron (1,−1, 1). On that
polyhedron (0,−1) is not a minimizer as the minimum of that branch problem
is attained at (1, 1). Reflection at that pivot leads into the polyhedron (1, 1,−1)
which also has the pivot as its minimizer so the process stops as we have found
a local minimizer, which here happens to be global as well. This optimization
process is also illustrated in Fig. 4.
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σ = (−1,−1,−1)

(−1,−1, 1)
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(1,−1, 1)
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(1, 1, 1)
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σ =
(1,−1,−1)

x1

−1 0 1

−1

0

1

x2

Figure 4: Successive reflection method for Nesterov variant (2) for n = 2

In general the basic reflection strategy can break down wherever LIKQ is
violated so that some modifications for handling degeneracy must be developed.
Almost as a corollary of the last lemma we obtain the following result.

Lemma 3 (Relation to stationarity concepts). Under the assumption of LIKQ,
tangential stationarity and normal growth are equivalent to first order minimal-
ity. The latter implies always Clarke stationarity, which in turn under LIKQ
implies tangential stationarity but not necessarily normal growth. Mordukhovich
stationarity is stronger than Clarke stationarity but in certain cases still weaker
than first order minimality.

Proof. Since Clarke and Mordukhovich stationarity are necessary conditions for
optimality, they must be implied by first order minimality, which is already suf-
ficient for minimality in the piecewise linear case. To prove the second assertion
we note that as observed in [6] also in the nonlinear case, the limiting gradients
in the vicinity of x are given by

g>σ ≡ a> + b>(Σ− L)−1Z for σ ∈ {−1, 1}s. (20)

Numbering the 2s possibilities of σ as σj and the corresponding diagonal ma-
trices as Σj we note that Clarke stationarity is equivalent to the existence of a
convex combination

0 =
∑
j

γj
[
a> + b>(Σj − L)−1Z

]
= a> + λ>Z

with λ> ≡
∑
j γjb

>(Σj − L)−1. Hence, Clarke stationarity implies tangential
stationarity as claimed. The remaining assertions follow from our trivial exam-
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ple (8). At x = 0, we have |α| = 1 = s ≤ n and the stationarity condition
yields 1

2 = a = −λZ = −λ · 1 so that λ = − 1
2 . Consequently the normal growth

condition
b+ Lλ = − 1

2 − 0 · 1
2 = − 1

2 ≥ | − 1
2 | = 1

2

is violated. Hence we find that x = 0 can indeed not be a minimizer, whereas
the Clarke and Mordukhovich criterion leave that possibility open. That the
latter is stronger than the former follows from the second Nesterov example.

For the target function defined in Eq. (10) and ε = 0, one has b = en, i.e., the
n-th unit vector. Since all 2n definite σ ∈ {−1, 1}n appear near the origin, one
obtains from Eq. (20) that the limiting gradients in the vicinity of x∗ = 0 ∈ Rn
given by

gσ = (Σ− L)−1b for σ ∈ {−1, 1}n

are exactly the corners of the unit square in Rn. For this reason, we call this ex-
ample the gradient cube example. The resulting Clarke gradient has 2n corners
making it very difficult to deal with it explicitly. Since everything is continuous,
a small positive or negative ε will only slightly perturb the corners of the unit
cube.

Lemma 3 and the following Lemma 4 also hold in the general nonlocalized
case, where not all switching variables vanish since these assertions are invariant
with respect to the smooth reduction process discussed in Section 4.

Formula (20) can be used to explicitly characterize the subspace V and thus
the VU decomposition in the nonredundant case.

Lemma 4 (VU decomposition in general LIKQ and nonredundant case).
Assuming LIKQ in the localized scenario we have for V (x)> ≡ Z(x) and e =
(1, 1, . . . , 1), that

span(gσ(x)− ge(x))σ∈{−1,1}s ⊂ V(x) ≡ range (Z(x)>).

Moreover, in the nonredundant case where (7) holds for some Σ we have equality
of the two subspaces.

Proof. Let us drop the explicit reference to x and consider the vectors b>σ ≡
b>(Σ− L)−> ∈ Rs with σ ranging again over all 2s definite signature vectors of
length s. Then we have gσ = a+ Z>bσ and see immediately that

gσ − ge = Z>(bσ − be) ∈ range(Z>),

which proves the first assertion. The assumption for the second assertion
certainly requires b 6= 0 and thus bσ 6= 0 for all σ. Now, if the span of
{bσ − be |σ ∈ {−1, 1}s} is the whole Rs it is clear that the span of the gσ − ge
is the range of Z>. The only possibility for this not to be the case is that there
exists a nonzero vector v ∈ Rs such that

0 = (bσ − be)>v = b>(Σ− L)−1v − b>e v for all σ ∈ {−1, 1}s . (21)
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With β = b>ev this is equivalent to the statement that

detC(σ) = 0 for C(σ) ≡
[
Σ− L v
b> β

]
and all σ ∈ {−1, 1}s .

Now, if we replace the first diagonal element σ1 by a real number d1 we find
that because of its multilinearity the determinant of C(d1, σ2, . . . , σs) is an affine
function of d1 and thus because it vanishes for d1 = ±1 it must be zero through-
out. This argument can be applied for each diagonal element so that we get

det

[
D − L v
b> β

]
= 0 for D = diag(d) with d ∈ Rs .

Then, if we set D = δIs we see that the determinant is a vanishing polynomial
in δ whose highest power δs has the coefficient β, which must therefore vanish.
Combining 0 = β = b>ev with Eq. (21), we find that

0 = b>(D − L)−1v with D = diag(d) and det(D) 6= 0 .

Differentiating this identity with respect to di for i = 1, . . . , n, we find that also

b>(D − L)−1eie
>
i (D − L)−1v = 0 for i = 1 . . . n.

This must hold in particular for D = Σ where all components of b>(Σ−L)−1 are
nonzero, i.e., in the nonredundant case. Therefore, all components of (Σ−L)−1v
must be zero and hence we have necessarily v = 0. Thus the bσ − be, σ ∈
{−1, 1}s, do span the whole Rs and the span of the gσ − ge, σ ∈ {−1, 1}s, is
identical to the range of Z>.

Optimality without strict complementarity

Now suppose that for a given x and corresponding Lagrange multipliers (17)
holds as equality for a subset of indices i ∈ J ⊂ {1, . . . s} ≡ I, which means that
some Lagrange multipliers µj associated with the sign conditions z̄j ≥ 0 vanish.
To obtain sharper necessary as well as still sufficient second order optimality
conditions one can require that the Hessian of the Lagrangian is positive semi-
definite or definite when projected onto an enlarged null space of the Jacobian
that is obtained by deleting the inequality constraint gradients associated with
zero Lagrange multipliers [9]. In effect, this means applying the standard KKT
conditions and second-order sufficient conditions (SSC) to a modified problem
where the inequality constraints lacking strict complementarity are locally re-
laxed. For this purpose, we consider a point x such that all kinks are localized
and LIKQ as well as the tangential stationarity condition are satisfied. Then,
we define the set

J ≡ {i ∈ I |µi = 0}

collecting the indices of all vanishing Lagrange multipliers µi with s̃ ≡ |J |
elements. Correspondingly, we consider the reduced vector

z̃ ≡ (e>i z̄)i∈J ,
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collecting all variables z̄i, i ∈ J , that are zero and have a vanishing Lagrange
multiplier. Fixing z̄i, i ∈ I\J , one can derive from the branch problems given
in Eq. (15) reduced optimization problems with (x, z̃) ∈ Rn+s̃ as optimization
variables that are again smooth such that standard KKT conditions and SSC
can be applied. For the projection of the Hessian of the Lagrangian, we derive
from the matrix V as defined in Eq. (12) the correspondingly reduced version

Ṽ ≡
[
V (V >V )−1(Σ− L)ei

]
i∈J ∈ Rn×s̃

Based on these reduced quantities, we get the following results, where we assume
that no Lagrange multiplier pair (λi, µi) vanishes simultaneously, which would
represent an even higher degeneracy.

Proposition 1 (Dual degenerate second order optimality). In the localized
scenario assume that x satisfies LIKQ and the tangential stationarity condition
such that

|λi|+ µi > 0 for i ∈ I .

Setting σ ≡ sgn(λ), we find that x can only be a local minimizer if the projected
Hessian of order n− s+ s̃ given by[

U> 0

Ṽ > Is̃

] [
fxx +

(
λ>F

)
xx

fxz̃ +
(
λ>F

)
xz̃

fz̃x +
(
λ>F

)
z̃x

fz̃z̃ +
(
λ>F

)
z̃z̃

] [
U Ṽ
0 Is̃

]
(22)

is positive semi-definite. Moreover x must be a strict local minimizer if this
projected Hessian matrix is positive definite. Here all derivatives are evaluated
at (x, 0)∈R(n+s).

Proof. Since λi and µi cannot vanish simultaneously only those branch problems
defined by σ̃ are lacking strict complementarity for which σ̃j = σj 6= 0 for some
j ∈ J . Setting in Eq. (16) for j ∈ J the (s+ j)-th row that represents an active
inequality constraint with a zero Lagrange multiplier to zero corresponds to a
relaxation of this constraint without changing the dimension of the Jacobian.
Then, we obtain an extra null vector of the Jacobian given in Eq. (16) as[

V +(σjej − Lej)
ej

]
∈ Rn+s since V > V +(Σ− L)ej + (L− Σ)ej = 0 ,

where V + = V (V >V )−1 is the Penrose inverse of V >. One should note that
any one of these extra nullvectors is orthogonal to the joint null vectors spanned
by the columns of U padded with s trailing zeros. Moreover it is completely
independent of the other components σ̃i with i 6= j characterizing the branch
problems. Hence all extended Jacobian nullspaces for the branch problems are
contained in the one that is obtained by setting σi = sgn(λi) for all i ∈ I as we
have done in the assumptions. Its full nullspace is given by[

U Ṽ
0 Is̃

]
∈ R(n+s̃)×(n−s+s̃) .
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Since Σ̃ and the corresponding µ̃ enter only in linear terms of the constraints of
the branch problems (15) their full space Lagrangian Hessians are all identical
and we obtain the maximal projected Hessian given in Eq. (22). The projected
Hessians of all other branch problems are principal minors of this matrix, whose
positive definiteness is therefore sufficient for optimality of the underlying non-
smooth problem.

We have carried out this analysis in the localized scenario, but it can naturally
be transformed backwards to the original setting as shown in Proposition 5.

Descent paths and the local model problem

As in smooth optimization it is natural to iteratively solve the original prob-
lem by successively computing descent steps as long as the necessary optimality
conditions are violated. We demonstrate how this is possible for the fully ac-
tive case |α| = s ≤ n and leave a fully fledged algorithmic development to a
subsequent paper.

Proposition 2 (Descent direction from first order violation). Suppose the tan-
gential stationarity or the weak form of the normal growth condition is violated
at a point x where LIKQ holds and z(x) = 0. Then there exists a direction
∆x ∈ Rn and a constant c > 0 such that

ϕ(x+ ∆x τ) = ϕ(x)− c τ +O(τ2) .

Proof. If the tangential stationarity condition is violated there exists a direction
∆x such that a>∆x < 0 and Z∆x = 0. This means for the corresponding
increments ∆z(τ) = z(x + τ∆x) with a step multiplier τ > 0 that by Taylor
expansion of our switch equation (5)

∆z(τ) = F (x, |∆z(τ)|) = L|∆z(τ)|+O(τ2 + ‖∆z(τ)‖2) .

Since the order term is also strictly lower triangular, i.e., ∆zi(τ) depends only
on ∆zj(τ) for j < i, one finds easily by induction that ∆z(τ) = O(τ2) so that
again by Taylor

f(x+ τ∆x, |∆z(τ)|)− f(x, 0) = a>∆x τ + b>|∆z(τ)|+O(τ2)

= a>∆x τ +O(τ2) < 0 for τ & 0 .

Hence one can constructed a descent direction if the tangential stationarity
condition is violated. Suppose we have tangential stationarity but the normal
growth condition is violated even in its weak form so that for some index i

bi =
∂f(x, |z|)
∂|zi|

< |λi| − e>i L>λ ,

where ei ∈ Rs is the i-th Cartesian basis vector. Set σi ∈ {−1, 1} such that
λiσi ≥ 0. Then there exists a direction ∆x such that Z∆x = (Iσi−L)ei. Again
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we modify x(τ) = x + τ∆x and obtain now for the corresponding switching
equation

∆z(τ) = F (x, |∆z(τ)|)
= τZ∆x+ L|∆z(τ)|+O(τ2 + ‖∆z(τ)‖2)

= τ(Iσi − L)ei + L|∆z(τ)|+O(τ2 + ‖∆z(τ)‖2)

= τ(Iσi − L)ei + L|∆z(τ)|+O(τ2) ,

where the last equation follows from the fact that ∆z(τ) is Lipschitz continuous
w.r.t. τ . Now, if we substitute ∆z(τ) = σiτei and thus |∆z(τ)| = τei into the
above equation the error is of O(τ2) so that due to the Lipschitz continuity of
the equation system and its inverse the actual solution satisfies

∆z(τ) = σiτei +O(τ2)

and consequently |∆z(τ)| = τei+O(τ2). Following the usual strategy we expand
the function variation along the path x(τ) as

ϕ(x(τ)) = f(x(τ), |∆z(τ)|)
= f(x(τ), |∆z(τ)|) + λ>[F (x(τ), |∆z(τ)|)−∆z(τ)]

= ϕ(x) + (a> + λ>Z)∆x τ + (b>+ λ>L)|∆z(τ)| − |λi|τ +O(τ2)

= ϕ(x) + (bi + λ>Lei − |λi|)τ +O(τ2) < 0 for τ & 0 .

Hence we have constructed a descent direction whenever the normal growth
condition is not satisfied.

Proposition 3 (Descent parabola from second order violation). Suppose the
tangential stationarity holds but Ȟ has a negative eigenvalue at a point x where
LIKQ holds and z(x) = 0. Then there exist directions ∆x,∆′x ∈ Rn and a
constant c > 0 such that

ϕ(x+ ∆x τ + ∆′x τ2) = ϕ(x)− c τ2 +O(τ3) .

Proof. Since the semi-definiteness condition is violated there exists a direction
∆x = Uu of negative curvature with some coefficient vector u ∈ Rn−s such that
c ≡ −u>Ȟu/2 > 0. Moreover, there exists a second vector ∆′x such that by
Taylor Z ∆′x = − 1

2Fxx(x, 0)[∆x,∆x]. Then we find for x(τ) = x+∆x τ+∆′x τ2

that

F (x(τ), 0) = Fx(x, 0)(x(τ)− x) + 1
2Fxx(x, 0)[x(τ)− x, x(τ)− x] +O(τ3)

= Z∆x τ + Z∆′x τ2 + 1
2Fxx(x, 0)[∆x,∆x] τ2 +O(τ3) = O(τ3) .

Consequently we find for z(τ) = z(x(τ)) by Taylor expansion w.r.t. |z| at 0

z(τ) = F (x(τ), |z(τ)|)
= F (x(τ), 0) + L(x(τ), 0)|z(τ)|+O(‖z(τ)‖2)

= L(x(τ), 0)|z(τ)|+O(‖z(τ)‖2) +O(τ3).
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Using again the strict upper triangularity of the system we find by induction
that z(τ) = O(τ3) and thus

f(x(τ), |z(τ |)|) = f(x(τ), 0) +O(τ3)

= f(x, 0) + a>∆x τ + a>∆′x τ2 + 1
2∆x>fxx(x, 0)∆x τ2 +O(τ3)

= f(x, 0)− λ>Z∆x τ − λ>Z∆′x τ2 + 1
2∆x>fxx(x, 0)∆x τ2 +O(τ3)

= f(x, 0) + 1
2∆x>

[
fxx(x, 0) + (λ>F (x, 0))xx

]
∆x τ2 +O(τ3)

= f(x, 0) + 1
2u
>UHUu τ2 +O(τ3) = f(x, 0)− c τ2 +O(τ3),

which proves the assertion since by definition f(x(τ), |z(τ)|) ≡ ϕ(x(τ)).

As in the smooth case the combined first and second order optimality condi-
tions at some point x are equivalent to the trivial increment ∆x = 0 being the
minimum of a local model problem. To derive that problem we expand (5) and
(6) at x, z with z = 0 and thus F (x, 0) = 0 by Taylor to x+ ∆x and ∆z

∆z ≈ Z∆x+ L (|z + ∆z| − |z|) ,
y + ∆y ≈ y + a>∆x+ b> (|z + ∆z| − |z|) + 1

2∆x>H∆x .

Thus we obtain the local model problem of minimizing the incremental objective
∆y defined by

∆z = Z∆x+ L (|z + ∆z| − |z|) , (23)

∆y = a>∆x+ b> (|z + ∆z| − |z|) + 1
2∆x>H∆x . (24)

Applying the optimality condition derived in the previous subsection the trivial
increment ∆x = 0 can only be a minimizer of ∆y if for some λ ∈ Rs

a = Z>λ, b ≥ |λ| − L>λ and U>H U � 0 with Z U = 0 .

Moreover, ∆x = 0 must be a minimizer if the lower bounds on the components
of b hold strictly and U>H U is positive definite.

Hence the first and second order optimality condition of the original and the
model problem coincide, provided H is chosen according to (14) at the current
point x. The model problem can also be rewritten as

min
∆x

∆ϕ(x; ∆x) + 1
2∆x>H∆x

where ∆ϕ(x; ∆x) represents the incremental piecewise linearization of ϕ at x as
defined in [3]. In [6] an algorithm was given for the minimization of the right
hand side when H is a multiple of the identity so that 1

2∆x>H∆x is just a
proximal term in the Euclidean norm. Obviously the generalization to another
ellipsoidal norm is straight forward as long as H is maintained positive definite.
The efficacy of this successive piecewise linearization approach with a proximal
term based on a positive definite Lagrangian Hessian approximation remains to
be explored. One would hope to achieve superlinear convergence under suitable
conditions on H.
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4 Localization and main result

As we want to state the optimality conditions formally for the general case with
s > |α| we need to perform the reduction to a description where all switching
variables vanish at the point of potential minimality. Let σ = σ(x) be fixed.
Due to the continuity of our state equation z = F (x, |z|) the components of
the vector ẑ ≡ (σizi)i/∈α ≡ (|zi|)i/∈α ∈ R|σ| will keep their positive sign in
some neighborhood B 3 x. Defining the complement as ž = (zi)i∈α ∈ R|α|,
we partition the argument of F and f accordingly and write F (x, |ž|, ẑ) and
f(x, |ž|, ẑ) instead of F (x, |z|) and f(x, |z|). Moreover, we partition

F̂ = (σie
>
i F )i/∈α ∈ R|σ| and F̌ = (e>i F )i∈α ∈ R|α| . (25)

In effect we have redefined all inactive switching variables to be positive and we
obtain the defining system

ẑ = F̂ (x, z̄, ẑ) with z̄ = |ž| ∈ Rα .

Being smooth and still strictly triangular with respect to the components of
ẑ this system is uniquely solvable with respect to ẑ for given x and ž so that
one obtains the globally unique function ẑ = ẑ(x, z̄). By the implicit function
theorem the derivatives are given by

ẑx ≡
∂ẑ

∂x
= (I − F̂ẑ)−1F̂x and ẑz̄ ≡

∂ẑ

∂z̄
= (I − F̂ẑ)−1F̂z̄ . (26)

Again these systems are well defined because L̂ ≡ F̂ẑ is, like L, strictly lower
triangular. Using the resulting reduced state equation one obtains for the chosen
x and the correspondingly fixed σ = σ(x) the smooth localization at x given by

ž = F̌ (x, |ž|, ẑ(x, |ž|))
y = f(x, |ž|, ẑ(x, |ž|)).

(27)

Clearly when the original system is piecewise linear then the reduction process
and the resulting localized problem will have the same property. Moreover,
then the following reduced quantities will be constant, while they are generally
smooth functions of x:

Ž ≡ ∂

∂x
F̌ (x, z̄, ẑ(x, z̄)) = F̌x + F̌ẑ(I − F̂ẑ)−1F̂x ∈ R|α|×n, (28)

Ľ ≡ ∂

∂z̄
F̌ (x, z̄, ẑ(x, z̄)) = F̌z̄ + F̌ẑ(I − F̂ẑ)−1F̂z̄ ∈ R|α|×|α|,

ǎ ≡ ∂

∂x
f(x, z̄, ẑ(x, z̄)) = fx + fẑ(I − F̂ẑ)−1F̂x ∈ Rn,

b̌ ≡ ∂

∂z̄
f(x, z̄, ẑ(x, z̄)) = fz̄ + fẑ(I − F̂ẑ)−1F̂z̄ ∈ R|α|.
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The LIKQ condition at x requires that Ž be of full row rank |α|, which in turn
is equivalent to the matrix

V̄ > ≡
[
F̌x F̌ẑ
F̂x F̂ẑ − I

]
∈ Rs×(n+|σ|) (29)

having full row rank s, as one can easily check by block elimination. That
property yields immediately the uniqueness of the Lagrange multipliers as we
will see below. Furthermore, due to the full row rank of this matrix, there exists
an orthogonal matrix Ū ∈ R(n+|σ|)×(n+|σ|−s) = R(n+|σ|)×(n−|α|) spanning the
nullspace of V̄ >, i.e., V̄ >Ū = 0.

The nullspace of Ž is spanned by a matrix Ǔ ∈ Rn×(n−|α|) and the Lagrange
multiplier λ̌ ∈ R|α| of the reduced problem (27) must satisfy the tangential
stationarity condition

fx + fẑF̂x ẑx + λ̌>
[
F̌x + F̌ẑ ẑx

]
= 0

with ẑx as defined in Eq. (26) and also the inequalities (18) with everything
replaced by the checked quantities.

For the second order condition we differentiate once more with respect to x
for fixed ž = 0 = z̄ and ẑ = ẑ(x, 0) which yields for example

f(x, 0, ẑ(x, 0))xx = fxx + fxẑ ẑx + (ẑx)>fẑx + (ẑx)>fẑẑ ẑx

where the right hand side is also evaluated at (x, 0, ẑ(x, 0)). Hence we obtain
the localized Hessian as

Ȟ =
[
I ẑ>x

] [fxx + (λ̌>F̌ )xx fxẑ + (λ̌>F̌ )xẑ
fẑx + (λ̌>F̌ )ẑx fẑẑ + (λ̌>F̌ )ẑẑ

] [
I
ẑx

]
∈ Rn×n (30)

To formulate the central result of this paper, we will also use a trunk problem
similar to the one formulated already at the beginning of Sec. 3. Here, we will
change the order of the variables to simplify notation later on. If x is a local
minimizer of the target function ϕ(.) with zi = 0 for all i ∈ α, it must also be a
local minimizer of the trunk problem

min f(x, ẑ(x, 0), 0) s.t.

0 = F̌ (x, ẑ(x, 0), 0) and ẑ(x, 0) = F̌ (x, ẑ(x, 0), 0)

which is locally smooth. For Σ̌ ∈ {−1, 1}|α|, the corresponding 2|α| branch
problems are given by

min f(x, ẑ, z̄) s.t.

Σ̌z̄ = F̌ (x, ẑ, z̄), ẑ = F̂ (x, ẑ, z̄) and z̄ ≥ 0.
(31)

Hence, one obtains locally smooth optimization problems in n+ s optimization
variables. Once again, x can only be a local minimizer of the target function
ϕ(.), if it is also a local minimizer of all branch problems. As already explained
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above, the ẑ will stay positive in a neighborhood B of the local minimizer x
such that no sign condition is required for ẑ.

The Jacobian of all equality and inequality constraints of Eq. (31) is given
by F̌x F̌ẑ F̌z̄ − Σ̌

F̂x F̂ẑ − I F̂z̄
0 0 I|α|

 =

 V̄ >
(
F̌z̄ − Σ̌

F̂z̄

)
0 I|α|

 ∈ R(s+|α|)×(n+s). (32)

Since the matrix given in Eq. (29) has full rank s, the Jacobian of all constraints
given in Eq. (32) has full rank s + |α| if LIKQ is fulfilled. Then, LICQ holds
and standard KKT theory can be used yielding the central result of this paper,
i.e., necessary and sufficient optimality conditions for a minimizer of the original
nonsmooth optimization problem:

Proposition 4 (KKT + SSC in abs-normal form). Let ϕ : Rn 7→ R be a
nonsmooth function stated in the form (5) and (6). Suppose there are exactly
|α| switching variables zi(x) for i ∈ α that vanish at a given point x. Moreover,
assume LIKQ holds, i.e., the Jacobian matrix Ž ∈ R|α|×n defined in Eq. (28)
has full rank |α|. Then x can only be a local minimizer of ϕ(.) if there exist two

unique multiplier vectors λ̌ ∈ R|α| and λ̂ ∈ R|σ| satisfying the KKT conditions

Tangential stationarity:

[fx, fẑ] = −[ λ̌> λ̂>]

[
F̌x F̌ẑ
F̂x F̂ẑ − I

]
∈ Rn+|σ| (33)

Normal growth:

fz̄ ≥ | λ̌>| − [ λ̌> λ̂>]

[
F̌z̄
F̂z̄

]
∈ R|α| (34)

Positive Curvature:

0 � Ǔ>ȞǓ ∈ R(n−|α|)×(n−|α|) (35)

where 0 � denotes positive semi-definiteness of matrices.

If furthermore the |α| inequalities in (34) hold strictly and det(Ǔ>ȞǓ) > 0 then
x must be a local minimizer of the objective ϕ(.).

Proof. Since LIKQ holds, one also has that LICQ is fulfilled for the smooth
branch problems. Then, the KKT theory requires that the derivative of the
resulting Lagrange function with respect to x and z̄ must be equal to zero. This
yields for the Lagrange multiplier λ̌ ∈ R|α| and λ̂ ∈ R|σ| of the equality and
inequality constraints the equations

0 = fx + λ̌>F̌x + λ̂>F̂x

0 = fẑ + λ̌>F̌ẑ + λ̂>
(
F̂ẑ − I

)
,
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which are independent of the specific choice of Σ̌. Hence, if λ̌ and λ̂ satisfy the
tangential stationary condition (33), these necessary optimality conditions are
fulfilled for all branch problems. As a further necessary first-order condition,
the derivative of the corresponding Lagrange function with respect to z̄ must
vanish. Combining this with the necessary first-order condition for the inequal-
ity constraints, one obtains for the corresponding Lagrange multiplier µ̄ ∈ R|α|
the relation

fz̄ + λ̌>
(
F̌z̄ − Σ̌

)
+ λ̂>F̂z̄ ≡ µ̄ ≥ 0. (36)

Once more, this inequality must hold for all signature matrices and therefore
also for all Σ̌ with

σ̌iλ̌i ≥ 0 so that Σ̌λ̌ = |λ̌| .

These choices impose the strongest conditions as stated also in the normal
growth condition (34). Hence, if λ̌ fulfills this condition then also the first-
order necessary condition (36).

The second order conditions follow from standard optimization theory for
the smooth localization (27).

Provided the problems functions F and f are twice continuously differen-
tiable is follows that the strong second order conditions are stable in that small
perturbations of them in the C2 norm still have solution points x that are strict
local minimizers of the correspondingly perturbed ϕ.

Using the same derivation as in the subsection on the local model, one can
show that localization as introduced here, i.e., the elimination of inactive switch-
ing variables, and piecewise linearization commute as illustrated in Fig. 5.

nonsmooth constraint localization at x
z = F (x, |z|) ž = F̌ (x, |ž|, ẑ(x, |ž|))

linearization localization of linearization at x

z − z(x) = Z∆x+ L(|z| − |z(x)|) ž − ž(x) = Ž∆x+ L|ž − ž(x)|
linearization of localization at x

Figure 5: Commutativity of localization and linearization

Also for the general case considered in this section, it is possible to formulate
second-order sufficient conditions without the assumption of strict complemen-
tarity. For this purpose assume that for a given x and corresponding Lagrange
multipliers the normal growth condition (34) holds as equality for a subset of in-
dices α̃ ⊂ α with |α̃| elements. It follows that z̄i = 0 = µ̄i, where µ̄i denotes the
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corresponding Lagrange multiplier of the i-th inequality for all i ∈ α̃. Similar
to the approach in Sec. 3, we fix all z̄i, i ∈ α\α̃, to obtain for

˜̄z ≡ (e>i z̄)i∈α̃

further reduced smooth branch problems with only (x, ẑ, ˜̄z) ∈ Rn+|σ|+|α̃| as
optimization variables and

H̃=

(f+λ̌>F̌+λ̂>F̂ )xx (f+λ̌>F̌+λ̂>F̂ )xẑ (f+λ̌>F̌+λ̂>F̂ )x˜̄z

(f+λ̌>F̌+λ̂>F̂ )ẑx (f+λ̌>F̌+λ̂>F̂ )ẑẑ (f+λ̌>F̌+λ̂>F̂ )ẑ ˜̄z

(f+λ̌>F̌+λ̂>F̂ )˜̄zx (f+λ̌>F̌+λ̂>F̂ )˜̄zẑ (f+λ̌>F̌+λ̂>F̂ )˜̄z ˜̄z

∈Rq×q (37)

with q ≡ n+ |σ|+ |α̃| as Hessian of the corresponding Lagrangian when differ-
entiated with respect to the optimization variables. Defining

˜̄V =

[
V̄ (V̄ >V̄ )−1

(
Σ̌− F̌z̄
−F̂z̄

)
ei

]
i∈α̃
∈ R(n+|σ|)×|α̃| ,

we get the following results.

Proposition 5 (Dual degenerate second-order optimality for the general case).
Assume that exactly |α| switching variables zi(x) for i ∈ α vanish at a given
point x. Furthermore suppose that x satisfies LIKQ and the KKT conditions
(33)–(34) hold such that

|λ̌i|+ µ̄i > 0 for i ∈ α .

Setting σ̌ ≡ sgn(λ̌), we find that x can only be a local minimizer if the projected
Hessian of order n− |α|+ |α̃| given by[

Ū> 0
˜̄V > I|α̃|

]
H̃

[
Ū ˜̄V
0 I|α̃|

]
(38)

is positive semi-definite, where H̃ denotes the Hessian of the Lagrangian as
stated in Eq. (37) of the doubly reduced branch problem with the optimization
variables (x, ẑ, ˜̄z) ∈ Rn+|σ|+|α̃|. Moreover, x must be a strict local minimizer
if this projected Hessian matrix is positive definite. Here all derivatives are
evaluated at (x, ẑ(x, 0), 0)∈Rn+|σ|+|α̃|.

Proof. By assumption no Lagrange multiplier pair (λ̌i, µ̄i) vanishes simultane-
ously, which would represent an even higher degeneracy. Then only those branch
problems defined by σ̃ are lacking strict complementarity for which σ̃j = σ̌j 6= 0
for some j ∈ α̃. Setting in Eq. (32) for j ∈ α̃ the (s+ j)-th row that represents
an active inequality constraint with a zero Lagrange multiplier to zero corre-
sponds to a relaxation of this constraint without changing the dimension of the
Jacobian. Then, we obtain an extra null vector of the Jacobian given in Eq. (32)
asV̄ +

(
Σ̌− F̌z̄
−F̂z̄

)
ej

ej

 ∈ Rn+s since V̄ > V̄ +

(
Σ̌− F̌z̄
−F̂z̄

)
ej+

(
F̌z̄ − Σ̌

F̂z̄

)
ej = 0 ,
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where V̄ + = V̄ (V̄ >V̄ )−1 is the Penrose inverse of V̄ >. Similar to the fully
localized scenario one can now argue that the full nullspace is given by[

Ū V̄
0 I|α̃|

]
∈ R(n+|σ|+|α̃|)×(n−|α|+|α̃|) .

Since Σ̌ and the corresponding µ̄ enter only in linear terms of the constraints of
the branch problems (31) their full space Lagrangian Hessians are all identical
and we obtain the maximal projected Hessian given in Eq. (37). The projected
Hessians of all other branch problems are principal minors of this matrix, whose
positive definiteness is therefore sufficient for optimality of the underlying non-
smooth problem.

Application to Nesterov variants

We conclude the paper by illustrating the applicability of our optimality con-
ditions on the first and second Nesterov examples. On the first example (1)
one sees from (9) that a(x)> can only be a linear combination of some or all
rows of Z = Fx as required by tangential stationarity if a(x) = 0 which hap-
pens exactly when x1 = 1. Then still by tangential stationarity we must also
have fẑ = 0 but that is impossible unless this part of b = (1 · · · 1) is empty
as α = {1, 2, ...., n − 1}. In other words all kinks must be active and then the
normal growth condition is strongly satisfied with fz̄ = b > 0.

Then the nullspace of the active Jacobian is spanned by the first Carte-
sian basis vector e1 and since the Lagrange multipliers are all zero we get the
projected Hessian

e>1 fxxe1 =
∂2f(x, 0)

∂x2
1

=
∂2

∂x2
1

[
1
4 (x1 − 1)2

]
=

1

2
> 0.

Hence the only point satisfying the tangential stationarity and normal growth
condition satisfies the latter strongly and has a positive definite projected Hes-
sian. Hence, it is a strict minimizer.

Finally, we look at the second Nesterov example ϕ2. As observed in [7] it has
apart from the global minimizer x = (1 · · · 1) exactly 2n−1−1 Clarke stationary
points which are characterized by exactly one xi with i < n being zero and all
linking switches σn+j for j = 1 . . . n − 1 being active. All other points in Rn
are not Clarke stationary and must therefore fail the new first order necessary
conditions. We now show this directly, although unfortunately the argument
is not as straightforward as one might hope. At any one of the Clarke sta-
tionary points the active set is of the form α = {i, n + 1, . . . , 2n − 1} so that
|α| = n. Hence the matrix (29) is square of order s and by LIKQ also nonsingu-
lar. Therefore the tangential stationarity condition must be trivially satisfied.
This corresponds to the observation that the reduced Jacobian is square and
nonsingular, which we made already in the first section when establishing LIKQ
for the second example. However, the normal growth condition is violated as
shown below.
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Lemma 5 (Detection of nonoptimality on second Nesterov variant). At a sta-
tionary point of (2) with xi = 0, i ∈ {1, . . . , n−1}, the corresponding component
of fz̄ is zero but the corresponding lower bound in the normal growth condition
is positive.

Proof. Because the inactive switches given by the indices {1, . . . , i − 1, i +
1, . . . , n} do not depend on any other switches we have F̂z̄ = 0. Moreover,
because only the i-th switch enters into an active switch, namely the (i+ 1)-th,
we have F̌z̄ = −2ei+1e

>
1 . Finally, we note that fz̄ = (0, 1, · · · , 1) and obtain for

the normal growth condition

(0, 1 · · · 1) ≥ |λ̌>|+ 2λ̌i+1e
>
1 ⇒ 0 ≥ |λ̌1|+ 2λ̌i+1.

Hence we may invalidate the required normal growth by showing that the La-
grange multiplier λ̌1 is greater than zero and λ̌i+1 = 0. Since the lower right
block in (29) is the identity one easily can block eliminate λ̂ and obtains for λ̌
from the Tangentional Stationarity (33) the system of equations

−λ̌>
[
F̌x + F̌ẑF̂x

]
= fx + fẑF̂x = 1

4e
>
1 (39)

which corresponds exactly to the reduction discussed above. For the second
Nesterov variant, one obtains

F̌x =

[
0 e>i−1

0 In−1

]
and F̌ẑF̂x = −2


0 0 0 0
Ii−2 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 In−i−1 0

 .

Hence the set of equations is given by

λ̌i =
1

4
, λ̌i+1 = 0,

−2λ̌j + λ̌j+1 = 0 j = 1, . . . , i− 1,

−2λ̌j + λ̌j+1 = 0 j = i+ 1, . . . , n− 1.

Using an induction, it follows from λ̌i+1 = 0 that λ̌1 = 2−(i+1). this yields

0 ≥ |λ̌1|+ 2λ̌i+1 = 2−(i+1) > 0

and therefore a contradiction, that shows that the normal growth condition is
violated.

5 Summary and Outlook

We have considered local optimality conditions for piecewise smooth objective
functions that can be conveniently represented in the abs-normal form (5), (6).
This structure is obvious not only for Nesterov’s Rosenbrock variants (0), (1),
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(2) but also for most of the nonsmooth test problems in the literature. Gen-
erally, a local piecewise linearization represented by the two matrices Z,L and
three vectors a, b and c can be generated by an extension of automatic or al-
gorithmic differentiation (AD) (see, e.g., [17]). Generically they satisfy at all
points the Linear Independence Kink Qualification (LIKQ) and may be assumed
nonredundant without loss of generality. As a side benefit we can explicitly cal-
culate the classical VU decomposition into the nonsmooth normal space V and
the smooth tangential space U . More importantly, these data turn out to be
sufficient to verify necessary first order optimality conditions, which consist of
equalities representing tangential stationarity and inequalities representing nor-
mal growth. It is possibly a little surprising that checking these conditions
requires only straightforward linear algebra and has no combinatorial aspect
whatsoever.

On piecewise linear problems like the second Nesterov variant or when there
are n active kinks, these necessary conditions are also sufficient. Otherwise the
Lagrangian multipliers and the nullspace of the tangential stationarity condition
allow again by AD the computation of a projected Hessian, whose positive
semidefiniteness is necessary and whose positive definiteness in combination
with strict normal growth is sufficient for strong local optimality. All these
theoretical results are verified on the three Nesterov variants, where LIKQ holds
globally and there are no gaps between necessary and sufficient optimality since
the normal growth is always strict and projected Hessians are always positive
definite. The classical Clarke and Mordukhovich stationarity conditions are
stronger than the requirement of tangential stationarity but still weaker than
its combination with normal growth.

Just as in the classical KKT theory one can formulate necessary and suf-
ficient optimality conditions without strict complementarity (here strict nor-
mal growth) by requiring positive definiteness of the Lagrangian Hessian on
the larger tangent space restricted only by equalities and the active inequality
constraints whose Lagrange multipliers are nonzero. Obviously several other
degeneracies may arise that one might be able to handle with limited additional
complexity. After all, linear optimization is a rather special case of the theory
developed here.

When either of the three parts of the necessary optimality condition is vi-
olated one can construct a descent direction or parabolic arc as demonstrated
in Propositions 2 and 3. This observation suggests the design of an iterative
optimizer based on successive piecewise linearizations with a proximal term de-
fined by a positive definite approximation to the Hessian of the Lagrangian.
Under suitable assumptions one should be able to establish local and superlin-
ear convergence, which would definitely represent an algorithmic advance for
nonsmooth optimization methods. Naturally such a method would use much
more information than is available to the current front runners such as the bun-
dle methods under the classical oracle paradigm [13]. However, we have argued
in [6] that this paradigm is not very realistic and that usually either a lot more
– or possibly a lot less – information about the objective function is available.
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There are many other possible extensions of the theory presented here. One
is the explicit treatment of piecewise smooth constraints, which can be theoret-
ically incorporated by l∞ or `1 penalization into the unconstrained framework.
However, the penalty multiplier may be hard to determine and a lot of structure
is likely to be lost. We have little doubt that Proposition 4 can be extended
to the constrained case, of course involving another set of (more conventional)
Lagrange multipliers. One would also wish to cover the optimization of the
maxima of implicit functions, which includes the spectral radii of symmetric
matrices, a problem that has received a lot of attention in the nonsmooth op-
timization literature. The extension to Lipschitzian but not piecewise smooth
functions like the Euclidean norm is a real challenge, which may or may not be
worthwhile attacking. Certainly superlinearly convergent algorithms seem to be
out of the question in this much more general scenario.

Still within the framework considered here one may ask the questions, whether
and where such functions ϕ are locally convex. Smooth optimality conditions
for local minima usually combine a stationarity condition with a convexity con-
dition. However, we noted that even piecewise linear objectives with strict local
minima need not be convex in their neighborhood as it is the case for the gradi-
ent cube example if 0 < ε < 1 and n = 2. Nevertheless, in some applications like
multiphase equilibria of mixed fluids, lack of convexity may lead to the instabil-
ity of single phase equilibria. Therefore we will examine conditions for convexity
in the vicinity of a given point, irrespective of whether the point is stationary or
not in a forthcoming paper titled First and second order conditions for piece-
wise smooth objective functions. Like for optimality, one can obtain necessary
first order conditions and necessary or sufficient second order conditions based
on the additional information that is available through the abs-normal form.
However, our preliminary investigations suggest that, in sharp contrast to the
polynomial nature of the SSC+KKT optimality conditions, even the test for
first order convexity, i.e. convexity of the local piecewise approximation might
be NP hard. Moreover, we conjecture that first order convexity is equivalent
to subgradient regularity in the sense of Clarke, which is a requirement for the
partial smoothness concept of Lewis.
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